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9.1 General discussion

A persisting concern all over the world is how to reduce
unequal opportunities of people for good health and inequalities of
access to health care facilities. Even in the industrialised Western
countries large inequalities of life expectancies exist. Also in the
Netherlands these differences are reported to exist and recently a
state-commission reported on this problem 1. The commission
acknowledged in its recommendations that influencing the
consequences of health problems at young age could be one way to
reduce future inequalities.

Also in this study a wide variation in use of services is
found. In the study no clear indications are found though that
differences in accessibility of care or in health based on socio-
economic factors for children aged 2-6 years in the Netherlands
exist. There are no direct relationships between need-factors (i.e.
health) and enabling factors like family-income. The relationship
between family-income and SES that shows in univariate analyses
of difference in use of GP- or specialist’s services does not prove to
be of relevance in multivariate analyses nor in the final model. It
has to be kept in mind though that in the sample children from
families with a low SES are underrepresented. Also the study is
conducted in a more rural area of The Netherlands and therefore
may underestimate the problems of neighbourhoods with large
ethnic populations. On the other hand children from these ethnic
groups did not show other frequencies of visiting compared with
Dutch children 2.

The differences in use of childhood health services in The
Netherlands are not likely to be due to barriers in accessibility of
care. Moreover such differences may be an indication of probably
inappropriate use of services. In this study no indications are found
of structural too high use of services. However, there sometimes
seems to be a reluctance of parents to use services when necessary,
a barrier leading to lower use of services. No indications of
economic reasons for this - probably inappropriately - low use of
services are found. So, other factors than economic, or financial,
barriers are of influence on the explanation of differences in use of
health care services in childhood.
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A relationship between educational level of the mother and
use of services by the child is found. The lower educated mother
induced more visits for the child. The model shows that this
influence of educational level on the decision to visit is mainly a
direct influence but also shows an opposite influence of educational
level on health locus of control orientation and propensity of
seeking care. It does not relate to an objective lower health status of
the child. At older age the differences in health status related to
socio-economic status might develop more clearly. In his study Van
der Lucht only found minor differences in health status related to
SES with schoolchildren aged 10 – 11 years and not with younger
children3. A lower perception of health status of the child by the
parents in his study was also a relevant factor. No clear indications
of actual worse health status were found and in the study it was
also concluded that in the first years of life no differences in health
status related to SES could be found.
In this study, SES (indicated by the educational level of the mother)
seems to show an influence on use of health care services in
childhood. But this influence is not likely to be an indication of
socio-economic influence, it is more directed by educational level,
i.e. knowledge. The lower educated mother visits more often. On
the other hand a lower educational level is related to reluctance to
use health care services through a relationship with a more external
health locus of control orientation. Nevertheless the direct effect is
strongest and this does not give reason to anxiety at this moment
about future inequalities in health due to unequal opportunities for
health care at young age.

However, it seems necessary for health professionals to gain
insight in the health locus of control orientation of the parents. This
concept proves to be an important factor in the integrated model. A
more external health locus of control orientation seems to be an
indication of a passive and negative attitude towards health
services, i.e. “they don’t solve your problems anyway”. This
external health locus of control orientation is also related to a more
negative perception of the child’s health. In that way a too low use
of necessary services with children of parents with this external
health locus of control orientation may be expected.

Health locus of control orientation and educational level, i.e.
knowledge, are two factors that are elements of the
protoprofessionalization concept. The third factor in this concept, a
medically orientated social network, is not evaluated in this study.
Protoprofessionalization also in use of health care services in
childhood may be an important concept to explain variance in use
of services and deserves further study.
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The integrated model makes clear that the parental
perception of the seriousness of symptoms is the strongest
influential factor in the decision-making process. As in many other
studies the need-factor is the most important factor, and this is as it
should be. In the model it is evident how important chronic health
conditions are in the estimations parents make.

 The GP in this study proves to be highly accessible.
Primarily need factors determine entrance to GP-care and only
perceived illness-days determine volume of use of GP-services.
Parents rightly see the GP as the primary care giver for their
children. But the study also revealed indications that parents can
induce visits to specialists. Once having visited a specialist the
lower educated mother turns out to visit more often. This is also the
case when parents evaluate the health of the child to be lower. This
may indicate that parents that are less able to moderate their
concern, will induce more visits for the child to a specialist. This
finding is consistent with the study of Krol 4 and needs further
exploration in future studies. This urge of some parents to demand
a higher level of care than medically thought necessary can only be
reduced by the GP if he is well informed or has the ability to discuss
the problem with an expert. This gives the GP the possibility to
discuss the negative and the positive effects of a referral to a
specialist with the parents with as much medical information
available as possible.

The study is conducted by use of questionnaires that had to
be filled in every three months by the parents. This method proves
to be reliable compared with other methods. By this method it is
possible to follow a population of children for a longer period of
time. Also those not using any health care services can be followed.
Extending periods may make it possible to measure changes in
perceptions and attitudes.
The method of repeating questionnaires contains the risk of
telescoping; reporting events in a questionnaire that also have been
reported in the previous one. In that way structural over-reporting
of events will take place. In the study no signs of over-reporting are
found when it concerned visits to a GP, visits to specialists were
reported more than registered in the paediatricians records but that
seems to be due to visits to other specialists.
The method of repeating questionnaires has a risk of loss in follow-
up. After one year 57% of the parents still participated in the study.
Continuous efforts had to be made to motivate participants. People
from lower socio-economic classes are in general more difficult to
motivate in participating in these kinds of studies. Secondary bias
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due to selective loss in follow-up may occur. In this study no such
indications are found.
Limitations of use of this kind of method are in the limited number
of questionnaires that can be send and in the possibility of selective
participation due to literacy-problems. In this study ethnic groups
are excluded beforehand. For that reason, and because the study is
conducted in a limited (more rural) area of The Netherlands, results
have to be interpreted with caution. Also the motivations for actions
taken by the parents in case of symptoms in the child are
questioned retrospectively by this method. By this parents are able
to give answers that justify their own actions. Only ‘on the spot’-
questioning, - i.e. asking parents their motivations at the moment of
symptoms presenting and before a physician has given an opinion
on the symptoms - can reveal more exact the backgrounds of
actions taken.

The percentage of variance left to explain indicates the need for
further studies in this area. Many patient-related factors are
examined in this study but still a large part of variance can not be
explained by these factors. Probably a significant part of the
explanation is due to variances in the style of working of the
physician. It is mostly the physician who makes the decision if and
when return-visits are necessary. To our knowledge there are no
studies that examine the motivations of paediatricians to schedule
return-visits. The frequency of return-visits in chronic illnesses is
hardly ever evidence-based but moreover indicated by clinical
experience of the physician. Contrary to a large part of GP-services,
in specialised care it is mostly the physician that indicates when the
patient is expected to return and this is often irrespective of clinical
developments of the illness in the period till the next visit. The
period until the next scheduled visit may e.g. be dependent on the
kind of illness, the development of the symptoms, age of the child,
but also on expected capabilities of parents, social circumstances
and expected capabilities of the GP of the family. Studies evaluating
the decision-making process of the physician are necessary to
further elucidate the variance in health services use in childhood.
This study also indicates that further research on the relation
between parents and the physician is necessary. Why is the
perception of parents of the child’s health condition in some cases
so different from the perception of the physician? This study shows
the influence of health locus of control, parental experience,
educational level and mental health. The physician has to explore
these factors to get a better understanding of parental attitudes
concerning the health of their child. Also chronic illness is a very
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important factor. This influences the parents’ perception of the child
sometimes much more than is logical for the physician, based on
medical knowledge. Only by evaluating all these elements, the
physician can try to meet the expectations of the parents and be able
to discuss parental expectations that are not in consonance with the
problems presented. In that case for the GP it is necessary to be able
to test possible options and to gather further knowledge.  Open
communication between GP and specialists is important then. For
GP and specialists the incentives to evaluate potential referrals by
telephone discussion are absent though. For the GP this often takes
more time than the mean time scheduled for a consult. For the
specialist giving information by telephone is also time-consuming
and this service is not rewarded or registered. The final
consequence of a good advice can be that the patient is not referred
and this for the specialist means a loss in production. And although
in The Netherlands most paediatricians have no direct financial
relation to their production (i.e. the number of patients treated)
there are still indirect motivations to increase production. The
number of staff and facilities of the department are related to the
number of patients treated. For hospital management the admission
rates and the number of patients seen in Outdoor Clinic are still the
most important parameters on which the specialist is judged. Only
the measurement of the total number of children served by the
specialist compared with the total number of children having
needed paediatric specialist care in the region (the ‘adherence’ of
the specialist or hospital) gives a just impression of the paediatric
care delivered. A high adherence indicates that parents and GP’s in
the region did not feel a need to present problems to other hospitals
in the region. When this function is the standard for the quality of
paediatric care measured in the region, the paediatrician is free to
develop further initiatives to coach the GP in extended care for
children by development of treatment protocols and education. This
can only function if the GP is interested to extend his services and is
given the ability to do this by adequate financial support and time.
The present development of concentration of GP-practices leaves
possibilities for development of areas of special interest for
individual GP’s within a larger practice. As a result primary
paediatric care can be provided more extensively by a GP in close
co-operation with preventive services and paediatricians within the
region. The GP should have the possibility to use facilities in the
outpatients’ clinic like the support of specialised nurses for
education. As a result paediatricians can concentrate on more
difficult cases, patients with chronic multiple problems and patients
that had to be admitted into the clinic. This may lead to reduced
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referral of children from secondary to tertiary services. Regular
contacts between both ‘paediatric’ GP and paediatricians will create
opportunities for more open communication. By using the high
accessibility of GP-care, which also is shown in this study, a more
fluent chain of care will develop. It creates an opportunity to
increase the trust of parents in health care services and to bring the
demands of parents more in line with the medical needs. A better-
equipped and experienced GP will reduce uncertainty of parents
and probably the demand for specialist’s care. More fluent delivery
of care is perceived to be a necessary development to meet the
growing demands in health care services 5. Full reimbursement of
use of GP-services should be secured to preserve high accessibility.
Further study is also needed to evaluate the backgrounds of the
reluctance of parents to use health services that arises in this study.
It is related to an external health locus of control orientation, lower
education, mental health status and number of children in the
family. This reluctance may be inadequate in case of symptoms in
the child and may lead to a lower use of health services than
necessary. This inadequately lower use of services has to be
prevented. These parents have to be convinced of the benefits of
timely health visits in case of symptoms in the child. A direct and
personal approach that addresses the specific problems of the child
and the parents is expected to be most useful here. Early detection
and understandable explanations of health problems of the child
based on solid education of health workers can probably also
prevent unnecessary worrying or development of a negative
attitude towards health services of parents. In general, lower
educated inexperienced mothers seem to be most in need of
extended possibilities of education on childhood illness. To achieve
this, education of health workers on chronic illness in childhood
needs to be intensified.
Chronic health conditions in this study prove to be quite relevant
on the perceptions and the actions of the parents. As a result of
increasing diagnostic and treatment options, chronic illness in
children is increasing. All child-health care workers have to be
continuously educated on these chronic childhood illnesses to be
able to understand the parental concerns.
Further education of parents, directed at the specific problems of
their child is important. Both in reducing probable unnecessary use
of services for common symptoms by children with the background
of a chronic illness, and in improving adequate use of services by
parents that have a low level of expectations on benefits of health
care visits in case of symptoms in the child. This primarily has
implications for knowledge required from health care workers that
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provide services for children. Again, this also indicates that time
taken for education and information of parents can be effective for
adequate use of health services of the child at later age and
therefore the time spent by health care workers needs to be
available and rewarded.
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